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ABSTRACT

We investigate the problem of entity ranking towards descriptive
queries, that aims to match entities referred in user queries to enti-
ties of a large knowledge base (KB). Entity ranking faces the prima-
ry challenge of the sparseness of entity related data, such as various
ways of referring to an entity. The lack of sufficient variations of
entity referring expressions in KB makes it difficult to find entities
referred in user queries, especially when the queries are descriptive.
We tackle this problem by enriching KB entries using web docu-
ments and query click logs. First, we propose a novel method of
injecting textual information from web documents to the KB on a
large scale. Since the number of web documents can be large, we
propose to use keyword extraction and summarization techniques
for compactly representing entity-related information. Second, we
mine web search query logs to link entities to existing queries. Ex-
periments show significant improvements after the KB enrichment,
compared with two competitive baselines. We also achieve further
improvements by combining the data from these two resources.

Index Terms— entity ranking, descriptive user queries, web
documents mapping, query click logs, keyword extraction, summa-
rization

1. INTRODUCTION

While searching the web or using spoken dialog systems (SDS), of-
tentimes people are looking for one or more entities. Structured se-
mantic knowledge graphs (e.g., Freebase [1]) provide an appropriate
resource for responding to such user queries [2, 3] and for bootstrap-
ping spoken language understanding (SLU) models [4, 5]. Given
that simple queries such as “who is Kobe Bryant’s wife” can be eas-
ily located in the knowledge base (KB), it is more difficult to return
the correct entity for queries that include an entity description, but
not an explicit referral, such as “TV show with nerds in LA” (refer-
ring to the “Big Bang Theory”). As while the KB includes entities
and their relations, it doesn’t necessarily include how people refer to
these in natural interactions.

In this paper, we aim at finding the correct entities towards de-
scriptive queries in a large structured KB. We investigate different
approaches of performing data enrichment for the KB. We build d-
ifferent profiles for each entity in the KB, which we regard those
profiles as unstructured text. The simplest profile is constructed by
using the original entity data in the KB, that describes the basic prop-
erties of an entity. For example, a movie entity has directors, actors,
release date and synopsis as its entity attributes. Moreover, popular
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Fig. 1: A review of the movie “About time”. The red lines highlight
the terms useful for mapping the user query “show me the movie
where a man travels to the past using a wardrobe” to the movie.

entities in the KB are often linked to several webpages (Wikipedia
pages, official websites, etc.). Intuitively, one can use the textual in-
formation from those webpages to generate profiles for the entities
in the KB. We regard these two profiles as baselines in our work.

Nevertheless, using values of the entity attributes and entity
webpages are not enough in terms of coverage and variations. On
the other hand, web documents on the World Wide Web include rich
information expressed in different forms. Consider the query “show
me the movie where a man travels to the past using a wardrobe”,
where the correct answer is the movie “About time”. Given the term
wardrobe does not appear amongst the KB entities or the webpages
in the KB, it is mentioned in various websites which describe this
movie (see Figure 1). For this reason, we propose a novel approach
of making profiles by mapping a large number of web documents
with the entities. We inject the textual information from the mined
related web documents into the entity index. Experiments show
that this profile is able to cover 93.3% of the unigrams (excluding
function words) ever appeared in the descriptive user queries, much
higher than the coverage of KB attributes (43.4%) and webpages in
the KB (79.1%).

The web documents profile has high coverage of query terms.
However, it takes great storage space. Therefore, we propose two
novel methods of summarizing the web documents. First we extract
keywords from the documents related to the entity. Second we em-
ploy multi-document summarization to generate summaries for the
entities. We show that keyword extraction provides a good compro-
mise between storage space and performance for entity ranking.

We also investigate to what extent mining query click logs (Q-
CLs) is helpful for this task. A wide range of applications have ben-
efited from the analysis of QCLs, including web document ranking
[6, 7], slot filling [8], and spoken language understanding (SLU) [9].



Queries Movie name Human evaluation results
General Form: (a/the) movie(s)/film(s) that/where/when descriptions ... Excellent/Good/Fair/Bad
movie that takes place in Walmart with Ashley Judd Where the heart is Excellent
films that holds record for most wrecked cars The Junkman Excellent
movie where guy and girl meet at Empire State When Harry met Sally Excellent

Table 1: Samples of descriptive queries, targeted entities and human evaluation results

We collected the web search queries that clicked on the URLs related
to an entity. We investigate two approaches of mining entity related
URLs: one uses the URLs of the websites provided in the KB, the
other employs the URLs linked with the entities derived from large
scale web documents mapping. The two profiles mined from QCLs
yield substantial improvement over all other profiles. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work which applies QCLs for ranking
entities towards verbose and descriptive queries.

The profiles we build take the form of free text. Hence, we em-
ploy a document retrieval formula derived from Okapi BM25 [10]
and BM25+ [11] during the online entity ranking process. We exper-
iment with a dataset consisting of descriptive queries from human-
machine interactions in the movies domain. We demonstrate that
our large-scale web document mapping and QCL mining approach-
es achieve significant improvement over the main webpages and KB
attribute baselines. These two methods have similar performance for
entities that are not frequently queried by web search users. We show
that further improvement can be achieved by combining the output
of different rankers.

2. PRIOR WORK

Web search community has long been interested in finding and rank-
ing entities, for example the TREC Entity Track [12] and INEX
Entity-Ranking Track [13]. Different from us, both TREC and IN-
EX use webpages or Wikipedia XML collections to represent the
entities. For TREC, their task is focused on relational queries, such
as “What art galleries are located in Bethesda, Maryland?”. The
entities (e.g. “Bethesda, Maryland”) within the queries are also ex-
plicitly labeled. For INEX, they provide a query topic instead of a
user query, including a keyword query, a description and a narrative
(i.e., natural explanation of the information needed). Both tasks are
different from ours, where we do not include any named entities ex-
plicitly labeled in our queries. Our queries are simply a description
of the targeted entity from human-computer interactions.

Our work also takes the idea of entity linking in knowledge base
population [14, 15]. Entity linking aims at mapping named enti-
ties in unstructured texts to entities in KBs [16]. Different from our
task, the targeted entity appears explicitly in the documents for en-
tity linking, and that their focus is to determine the correct entity in
the reference KB.

Researchers have also looked into semantic interpretation to-
wards queries in spoken dialog systems [4]. There, word sequences
in the queries are classified into an in-domain semantic attribute such
as a movie genre slot, and those attributes can be interpreted in the
forms appearing in the KB for querying the KB.

Web text corpora have been used to extend KBs for improving
semantic parsing and discovering relations. [3] combine the seman-
tic information in the KB and syntactic information in dependency
parsed documents to improve semantic parsing. [17] show that the
coverage of relations in the KB can be extended by adding edges la-
beled by mining latent features from web documents. A more close-

ly related work is [18], where they show entity ranking on Wikipedia
can benefit from external links, using Wikipedia as a pivot. Different
from [18], our approach mines related web documents on a larger s-
cale rather than using the links from the original entity (Wikipedia
page). Moreover, we focus on descriptive queries occurring in natu-
ral conversational interactions.

A number of studies focus on using QCLs for KB related ap-
plications. For example, [2] proposed a system for approximately
matching web queries to KB by mining QCLs. [19] improved the
quality of entity recommendation by leveraging general and vertical
query search logs. More related to ours are the works of [20, 21],
where query logs are directly applied to entity ranking. Different
from our work, their queries there only include named entities (e.g.
Milan, University of Milan) [21] or simple queries (e.g. fruit salad
recipe, side salads) [20]. The focus of their work lies in better iden-
tifying user’s preference towards existing possibilities, rather than
populating the KB using existing queries towards difficult queries.

3. DATA AND EVALUATION METRIC

We gathered 525 descriptive queries in the movies domain from
human-computer interactions. The queries are seven or more words,
each including a description targeted at one or more movies. The
average length of the user queries is 9.9 words. Sample queries are
shown in Table 1. All of the queries are in English, however they
can target non-English films. During entity ranking, we restrict our
search space to all of the movie entities in our KB (about 800K), in-
cluding non-English films. Note here that the number is larger than
Freebase, where they have about 250K movie instances.

We collected the top 30 entities returned from our rankers, as
well as the entities corresponded to the top 30 webpages returned
from Bing, Google and Yahoo!. The webpages returned from search
engines are manually mapped to the entity entries in the KB. Human
evaluators then label the entities as Excellent, Good, Fair or Bad
given the query. Among all 525 queries, 441 of them correspond to
a single Excellent entity. Since the entities not labeled as Excellent
do not correspond to a related query, we regard the excellent entity
(entities) as our only correct answer(s), similar to [21]. The queries
are split randomly, where 275 of them are used as development set,
250 are used as test set.

We employ Recall@K and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to e-
valuate the performance of the ranker, as 84% queries correspond
to a single correct answer [21, 22]. The two evaluation metrics are
defined as follows. Let Q denote a set of queries. Let Lk denote
the top k entities returned corresponding to a query q ∈ Q. Re-
call@K is equal to 1 if the correct entity (or one of the correct en-
tities) is retrieved within Lk, otherwise it is equal to 0. The final
Recall@K for Q takes the mean of Recall@K for all q ∈ Q. Since
Recall@K does not take position into account, we employ MRR as
another metric. The reciprocal rank RR(q) of a query q takes the
multiplicative inverse of a rank for the first correct entity, except that
we have RR(q) = 0 if the correct entity is not recalled within L30.



For a set of queries Q, the MRR is defined as the mean of RR(q) for
all q ∈ Q.

4. GENERAL FRAMEWORK

We show our system framework in Figure 2. It consists of two com-
ponents: offline KB enrichment and runtime entity ranking.

Fig. 2: General framework for entity ranking

Offline Knowledge Base Enrichment. We perform data enrich-
ment for the KB by forming profiles from different knowledge
sources. The simplest profile is constructed by directly using the
values of attributes from the KB entities. We form four profiles from
web documents: (1) main webpages using the URLs provided by
the KB; (2) web documents mined on a large scale. (3) keywords
of the set of web documents (4) summaries generated for the set
of web documents. The QCLs profile is formed by mining related
queries, where we take either queries that clicked on the main URLs
or the queries that clicked on the URLs derived by web documents
mapping. All profiles take the form of free text, without doing any
analysis on the structure of the knowledge sources.
Runtime Entity Ranking. Given a user query, we use one of the
profiles derived from the previous step as the background document
for the entity. The ranking procedure retrieves the most relevant en-
tity according to the relevance score between the selected profile and
the user query. By using profiles, we transform the problem of entity
ranking into document ranking. We employ a variation of BM25 and
BM25+ as our approach of scoring the profiles corresponded to the
entities. A MRR-motivated approach of combining the rankers can
be applied at the end of the framework.

5. DATA ENRICHMENT PROCESS

We here introduce how we perform data enrichment from web doc-
uments and query click logs. Before that, we empirically show the
challenge of current KBs when dealing with descriptive queries.

5.1. Query Unigram Recall in Knowledge Base

The motivation of our work is based on the assumption that large
KBs lack coverage of descriptive information in user queries. To

verify this, we compute the macro recall of the non-stopwords1 from
the 275 queries on the development set. We bold all of the non-
stopwords we attempt to recall in Table 1. We directly check if the
word has ever appeared in the values of attributes of the correspond-
ing entity (entities) marked as an excellent match. Not surprisingly,
only 43.8% of the query unigrams are recalled. This verifies the as-
sumption that many details are missing in the KB. We use the profile
constructed from KB attributes as our first baseline (ATTRIBUTES).

5.2. Enrichment from Web Documents

Main Web Documents. Entities in the KB provide URLs of its main
webpages, such as entity webpages in Wikipedia. We use those main
webpages as our first enrichment method of constructing profiles as
well as a strong baseline. Indeed, Wikipedia pages themselves have
been used as entities for many KB tasks, including entity ranking
[13] and entity linking [15]. Compared to the structured information
in KB, web documents offer richer descriptions in unstructured or
semi-structured form. Among all 800K entities in the movie do-
main, 71.5% of them have at least one equivalent English webpage,
mostly from Wikipedia, IMDB and Rotten Tomatoes. We directly
use the main webpages as background document profiles for the
entities (MAINURLS).2 The query unigram recall can be improved
to 79.1% from the main webpages.

Large Scale Web Documents Mapping. Main webpages are never
enough for providing sufficient descriptions. The problem is even
more severe for domains other than movies, as Wikipedia only fea-
tures one-ninth of all the entities in Freebase [24]. Therefore, we
attempt to find web documents related to entities on a larger scale.
We take a dump of the English webpages on the WWW, and try to
map all those webpages to the entities in the KB. The mapping ap-
proach is shown in Figure 3. We assert that a website is related to an
entity when the following two standards are satisfied: (1) the entity
name appears in the title of the webpage; (2) one of the value of the
entity attribute appears in the body of the webpage.

Fig. 3: Finding webpages related to the entities

Our proposed approach of finding candidate web documents has
the advantage of ensuring high coverage for potential information.
We gathered at least one webpage for 83.0% of all entities, each
entity has an average of 16.7 related web documents. Our large s-
cale mapping approach greatly improves the query unigram recall to
93.4%. We name this profile as WEBDOCS.

1We use the stopword-list from the SMART system [23], augmented with
the 200 most frequent words from the webpages we mined in Section 5.2.
The augmentation aims at excluding common movie-related words within
web documents, such as “film”, “youtube”.

2We only extract the English webpages in our work, since all of the
queries are in English.



5.3. Summarizing the Web Documents

The WEBDOCS profile includes rich, sometimes redundant informa-
tion for the KB entities. The number of documents related to an en-
tity could be large, which makes it difficult to store the documents.
There is also possibility that the redundant information would be too
noisy for data mining. Therefore, we propose two approaches to
summarize those web documents.
Keyword Extraction. We build profiles for the entities using key-
words. Apart from the benefit of saving space, this approach also e-
liminates the long tail word-occurrences of an entity. We investigate
two unsupervised approaches of extracting keywords: word frequen-
cy and TF*IDF. Here we remove all stopwords. Figure 4 depicts the
query unigrams recall, changing with the number of keywords ex-
tracted. Most query unigrams can be covered within the top 3000
most frequent words. Employing word frequency also leads to con-
sistently higher recall compared with TF*IDF. Therefore, we build
our profile by extracting the top 3000 most frequent unigrams and bi-
grams (KEYWORD). We also keep the frequency of these keywords
in the profile.

Fig. 4: Query unigram recall on the development set, changing with
the number of keywords or size of the summary.

Generic Summarization. We make profiles by summarizing the
web documents. Using summaries has the advantage of generating
human-readable text. It also offers more flexibility of representing
textual information compared with using keywords. Here we apply
the classical Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) algorithm [25]
for summarization. This algorithm greedily picks the sentence to be
included in the summary until a predefined word limit. At each iter-
ation, the greedy algorithm selects the sentence which is maximally
relevant to the input set and minimally redundant to the sentences in
the current summary. Let D = {s1, s2, ...sn} denote the document
set and let C denote the current summary, the sentence score is:

Score(si) = λ · Sim(si, D)− (1− λ) · max
sj∈C

Sim(si, sj)

Following [25], we use cosine similarity as the similarity met-
ric (Sim) and assign λ = 0.7, as tuned on the development set.
For each entity, we produce a 5000-word summary as the summa-
ry profile (SUMMARY). Figure 4 shows the query unigrams recall,
changing with the summary size. A 5000-word summary can cover
79.3% of the query terms, similar to the recall of main webpages
(79.1%).

5.4. Enrichment from Query Click Logs

We construct profiles by injecting existing web search queries in the
query click logs (QCLs) to the entities in the KB. To this end, we

collected six months of web search sessions from January 1, 2013 to
June 30, 2013. These sessions consist of QCLs based on IE browsing
history. We build a tripartite graph G including entities nodes V ,
URL nodes (webpages) U and query nodes Q, similar to [8, 19]. A
sample tripartite graph G is shown in Figure 5. The edges between
the URLs (U ) and queries (Q) are directly extracted from the QCLs.
The weight we(q, u) represents the number of times the user clicked
the URL u after query q, u ∈ U , q ∈ Q.

Fig. 5: Finding queries related to the entities from web search query
click logs.

We investigate two approaches of connecting the URLs (U ) to
the entities (V ) in the KB, similar to the methods in Section 5.2. For
the first approach, an entity is linked with the main URLs in the KB.
For the second approach, an entity is linked with the URLs mined
by large scale web documents mapping (as shown in Figure 3). The
second approach conducts more aggressive query mining. For both
methods, the number of times an entity v (v ∈ V ) related to a web
search query q is denoted as:

freq(v, q) =
∑

e(v,u)∈G

we(q, u)

The two profiles take the name of QCLS-MAIN (from main
URLs) and QCLS-LARGE (from a large number of URLs). The
query unigrams recall for the two profiles are 77.1% and 83.5%,
respectively.

6. RUNTIME ENTITY RANKING

Here we describe the runtime entity ranking function used in our
system, which is a variation of Okapi BM25 [10] and BM25+ [11].

The Okapi BM25 retrieval function, as presented in [22], scores
a document d corresponded to a query q as follows:

F (q, d) =
∑
t∈q

[log
N

dft
] ·

(k + 1)tftd

k((1− b) + b · ( Ld
Lave

)) + tftd

Even if the algorithm has been proposed for two decades, it still
remains the state-of-the-art for a wide variety of tasks [26]. Let t
denote the terms in query q and let tftd denote the frequency of term
t in d. Let Ld denote the length of document d, let Lave be the
average document length for the whole collection. Within the IDF
term log N

dft
, N is the total number of documents, dft represents the

number of documents including the term t in the collection. k and b
are the free parameters in this formula.

BM25+ [11] diagnoses the problem that the term frequency in B-
M25 is not properly lower-bounded. This approach has been shown
appropriate for verbose queries in document ranking.

Two changes are made for our formula. First, we extract both
unigrams and bigrams from the queries. Second, we do not include



Profiles Attributes MainURLs WebDocs Keywords Summary QCLs-main QCLs-large
Query unigram recall % 43.4 79.1 93.4 89.8 79.3 77.1 83.5

Recall@1 % 32.0 42.8† 49.2† 46.4† 32.4 67.6† 64.4†
Recall@5 % 52.4 62.4† 69.2† 66.0† 46.0 82.0† 78.0†
Recall@10 % 56.8 67.2† 74.8† 71.2† 52.0 84.8† 80.4†

MRR % 40.9 52.1† 58.1† 55.2† 39.0 74.2† 70.1†
Parameters(Lb,k,b) 1, 1.4, 0.1 1, 1.4, 0.1 0, 6, 0.3 0, 6, 0.3 1, 1.4, 0.1 1, 1.4, 0.1 1, 1.4, 0.1

Storage size (inverted indexed) 1.0 GB 2.6 GB 62 GB 7.3 GB 2.5 GB 0.5 GB 1.3 GB

Table 2: Results of entity rankers from different profiles. Query unigrams recall on development set is shown in the first row. The Recall@k
and MRR are reported on the test set. Statistically significant improvements (p < 0.05) over MAINURLS baseline are in bold. † denotes
statistical improvements (p < 0.05) over the ATTRIBUTES baseline.

the IDF terms in our formula, with the observation that some fre-
quent informative terms tend to be over punished. The formula em-
ployed in our entity ranker is below:

F (q, d) =
∑
t∈q

ct · [
(k + 1)tftd

k((1− b) + b · ( Ld
Lave

)) + tftd
+ Lb]

Here ct is a parameter of balancing between unigram and bigram
weighting. We fix ct = 1 for unigrams, ct = 0.1 for bigrams. The
parameter Lb is used for switching between BM25 (Lb = 0) and
BM25+ (Lb = 1). The selection of ct, Lb, k and b are tuned based
on the performance on the development set.

7. EXPERIMENTS

7.1. Comparison of Entity Profiles

Table 2 shows the performance using our seven profiles for the test
set, measured by Recall@k (k = 1, 5, 10) and MRR. We also show
the query unigram recall on the development set. As our two base-
lines, using KB attributes and main URLs as profiles achieve a M-
RR of 41.8% and 52.9%, respectively. The WEBDOCS profile con-
structed by large scale mapping has the highest query unigram re-
call. It also gains a 6.0% improvement on MRR and at least 6.4%
improvement on Recall@k over the MAINURLS baseline.

As for methods of summarizing the web documents, using key-
words achieves a better performance than using main URLs, but
worse than using all information mined from the web documents.
Therefore, the process of removing infrequent words does not help
the entity ranker. Most of the query terms are recalled within
the SUMMARY profile (79.3%). However, our entity ranker only
achieves a MRR of 39.0%, worse than using KB attributes. One
possible reason is because this profile does not store the frequency
of each term, which causes information loss. Another explanation is
that many irrelevant information are included in the summaries. It
is worth noting that for many summarization tasks, it is easy to out-
perform MMR. Thus there is still need to explore other approaches
of summarizing the web documents for future work.

On the other hand, the profile constructed by mining QCLs per-
form remarkably, with a gain of 15.8% (QCLS-MAIN) on MRR
compared with the WEBDOCS profile. The advantage of QCLS-
MAIN and QCLS-LARGE profiles over the other approaches are sig-
nificant on all evaluation metrics. Interestingly, using textual infor-
mation from more web documents achieves better performance than
using that of main URLs, however mining the queries related to those
URLs does not improve over using the queries related to main URLs.

The decrease in performance might be because some noisy queries
have been collected from the clicks to other URLs.

We also examine the space required to store our profiles. It takes
181GB to store all webpages mined for the WEBDOCS profile, while
the space needed is much smaller for the other profiles (less than
20GB). We further examine the storage space after inverted-index
for the unigrams and bigrams for the profiles we formed, as shown
in Table 2. Compared with the WEBDOC profile, keyword extraction
saves the storage space by 88.2%, with a 2.9% decrease of perfor-
mance evaluated by MRR. It gives a good compromise between the
performance and the storage space.

7.2. Ranker Combination

We show that combining the result from different rankers can lead to
further improvement. Here we use a heuristic approach motivated by
mean reciprocal rank (MRR). We take the average of reciprocal rank
from the rankers we want to combine as the new score of the entity.
For example, if an entity is ranked as 1, 2 and 4 by three rankers, it
would have an average score of 1

3
(1 + 1/2 + 1/4) = 0.583.

We investigate two groups of ranker combinations. We first
combine our best ranker using QCLs (QCLS-MAIN) and best ranker
using web documents (WEBDOCS). The combination of these two
rankers outperforms all single rankers (See Table 3). The improve-
ment over QCLS-MAIN is significant for Recall@5 (5.2%), Recal-
l@10 (6.4%) and MMR (2.6%). The success of ranker combination
suggests that the query click logs and web documents carry comple-
mentary information.

Since QCLs are strong indicators and oftentimes unavailable, we
combine the five rankers not using QCLs. The combination leads to
substantial improvement over WEBDOCS, our best ranker not us-
ing QCLs (see Table 3). Even though the profiles used (apart from
ATTRIBUTES) are all subsets of the WEBDOCS profile, they have d-
ifferent ways of compactly representing knowledge. Combining the
decision of these models is helpful for finding the correct entity.

WebDocs+QCLs-main All except QCLs
Recall@1 % 68.8† 52.0
Recall@5 % 87.2† 74.4†

Recall@10 % 91.2† 78.8
MRR % 76.8† 62.0†

Table 3: Performance of ranker combination. Statistically signif-
icant improvements (p < 0.01) over QCLS-MAIN are in bold. †
denotes statistical improvements (p < 0.01) over WEBDOCS.



7.3. Performance Analysis by Entity Popularity

We analyze the performance of different profiles by the popularity
of entities referred in the web search query logs. Entity popularity
is defined as the total number of times the users clicked on URLs of
the entity in the KB, computed from the QCLs. We split the queries
in the test set into two bins of equal size according to the entity pop-
ularity the query refers to. For the queries which have more than one
targeted entity, we use the one with a higher popularity count.

Figure 6 shows the MRR towards the entities of high and low
popularity. For high popularity entities, the QCLS-MAIN profile
outperforms all others. The advantage of WEBDOCS over MAIN-
URLS is not high, which indicates the main webpages of popular
entities include considerable details. However, for low popularity
entities, the MRR of using QCLs drops to 64.9%. Using WEBDOC-
S achieves slightly worse performance (60.9%) than QCLS-MAIN,
while outperforms using MAINURLS by about 10%. The advan-
tage of profile combination can also be better pronounced for low
popularity entities. Interestingly, the performance for WEBDOCS is
higher among low popularity entities. This might be because a larger
number of unrelated web documents get injected to the KB for the
entities which are queried often. To sum up, the WEBDOCS pro-
file and the ranker combination process can better demonstrate their
capabilities for the entities which are not queried a lot in QCLs.

Fig. 6: Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) stratified by queries targeted at
high and low popularity entities. Each group includes 125 queries.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on ranking entities towards descriptive user
queries from human-computer interactions. We propose novel
methods of performing data enrichment to deal with the sparseness
of data in the knowledge graph. The entity profile constructed by
large scale web document matching has a high coverage towards
descriptive natural language queries. Performing data enrichment
using large-scale webpage mapping and query click logs achieves
significant improvement over two competitive baselines. We also
investigate methods of summarizing the web documents of an en-
tity. Moreover, we show further improvement can be achieved by
combining the output of these rankers.
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